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Introduction 
Digital Scholarship@UNLV (​http://digitalscholarship.unlv.edu/​) is an open access repository of scholarship produced by UNLV faculty, students, and affiliates. By 
contributing their publications to Digital Scholarship@UNLV, authors increase the visibility and accessibility of their research. Fulltext documents in Digital 
Scholarship@UNLV are available to anyone, anywhere, with an internet connection and authors receive monthly readership reports and access to an author 
dashboard that allows them to track use over time and geographically. These data complement citation data in demonstrating the impact of scholarship. The 
repository also holds metadata records (no full text attached) of faculty scholarship which help to highlight and make discoverable works produced at UNLV. 
Additionally, Digital Scholarship@UNLV hosts several open access journals edited by UNLV faculty including the ​UNLV Gaming Research & Review Journal​  and 
the ​Asian/Pacific Island Nursing Journal​. We invite faculty to contact us to learn more about adding documents (articles, book chapters, etc.) to the repository.  
 
The College of Urban Affairs Digital Scholarship Collection (​http://digitalscholarship.unlv.edu/cua​) contains faculty publications, theses, dissertations and MPA 
capstone projects, and the 2016 UNLV Presidential Debate Lecture Series. 
 
This report contains data for the 2016-2017 Academic Year (August 2016-July 2017) downloads (how many and where from-“reach”) of fulltext materials in Digital 
Scholarship@UNLV. Records that only contain metadata do not generate downloads and therefore are not reflected in the maps and show as 0 in the download 
report attached at the end. 
 
Additional data is available - such as for previous years and for more detail on geographic reach. To find out more, please contact Susie Skarl (Urban Studies 
Librarian) or Andrea Wirth (Scholarly Communication Librarian) or ​visit the ​Readership Dashboard​ for this collection. 
Susie: ​susie.skarl@unlv.edu​,Andrea: ​andrea.wirth@unlv.edu  
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Reach of College of Urban Affairs Publications 
All publications:​ Global Map of Downloads in 2016-2017 Academic Year 
Urban Affairs ​Collection​ (85,377 downloads total)
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Faculty Publications: ​Global Map of Downloads in 2016-2017 Academic Year 
View faculty publications by department in the Urban Affairs collection (144 fulltext publications, 3,116 downloads) 
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Graduate Student Works:​ Global Map of Downloads in 2016-2017 Academic Year 
Urban Affairs graduate works collection (443 works, 78,116 downloads total)
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Top 10 Lists 
Most frequently downloaded Urban Affairs publications (​all content​, 2016-2017 Academic Year)  
 
Title of Work (note: all are graduate works) Downloads 
Internal communication in organizations and employee engagement 12507 
The Role of Self-Concept in Consumer Behavior 5923 
Parasocial relationships with celebrities: An illusion of intimacy with mediated friends 3621 
The Portrayal of schizophrenia in television: An experiment assessing how viewer attitudes are affected 2722 
Does Movie Viewing Cultivate Unrealistic Expectations about Love and Marriage? 2404 
Depictions of Beauty on Cosmopolitan Magazine: Content Analysis of Covers (1959-2014) 1615 
Workplace violence: A case study 1553 
Women's health and fitness magazines: An accurate portrayal? 1496 
Officer involved shooting: The emotional impact and the effective coping strategies 1439 
Long May She Reign: A Rhetorical Analysis of Gender Expectations in Disney's Tangled and Disney/Pixar's Brave 1420 
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Most frequently downloaded Urban Affairs ​faculty ​publications (2016-2017 Academic Year) 
Title of Work Downloads 
Strategic management of three critical levels of risk 344 
A Unique old-growth ponderosa pine forest in northern Arizona 165 
Organizational credibility counts 151 
Motivated to serve: An empirical examination of motivation and consequences in the public and nonprofit organizations 119 
Emergency managers as change agents 118 
Strategic management in action 115 
Evaluation of the HUD Elder Cottage Housing Opportunity (ECHO) program 110 
Development of a School District: The Role and Contributions of Clark County, Nevada School District Superintendents, 1956 – 
2000 
86 
Community acceptance of affordable housing 72 
What does smart growth mean for housing? 61 
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Attachments: 
Downloads for All Items in the Urban Affairs Collection (spreadsheet)​* 
* Items with zero downloads are typically records where no fulltext downloadable document is available. 
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